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Decoo: The Image of Mormonism in French Literature: Part II

the

image of mormonism in
french literature part 11
II
wilfried decoo

the

first article in this study of the image of mormonism in
french literature concentrated essentially on the period 18501866
18504866
1850 1866 a
time of intellectual fervor in france during which the historians
and the philosophers dissected mormonism in scientific fashion
we also touched upon mormonism as it appeared in the popular
tradition of the time and in travel accounts which form a literature
that continued more or less irregularly until the end of the nineteenth century although the mormon theme is rare in french
publication from 1900 to 1919 it is worthwhile to mention briefly
certain interesting works of this period in 1904 the journalist jean
dentraygues after a visit to salt lake city published a very laudadentraigues
mormons
Mor mons using an amusing style to denounce
tory article about the cormons
the historical prejudices against the latter day saints 2 in 1907
in a voluminous account of a journey across the united states jules
huret devoted no less than five chapters to mormonism these
chapters contained interesting interviews with president joseph F
smith and with a number of distinguished mormon women all
belonging to polygamous families 3 also worth noting are two
scholarly articles one on utah by L gallois and another on the
siege of nauvoo by the historian george tricoche 4 but it is the
decade from 1920
1930 that gives us several works of considerably
19201930
greater significance
wilfried decoo is professor of education at the university of antwerp
translated from the french by elouise M bell assistant professor of english brigham young university
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SECOND PERIOD

THE TIME OF A FEW GREAT NAMES

1920
1930
19201930

whereas the first period of serious french literary interest in
mormons 1850 to 1866 is characterized by the number of
the cormons
works and the variety of attitudes the ten years from 1920 to 1930
are noteworthy more for the importance of several authors who
mormons including guillaume apollinaire pierre
wrote about the cormons
rois
maurois
benoit and andre Mau
baurois
GUILLAUME

apollinaire la femme assise

the

woman
seated gloman
1920
guillaume apollinaire primarily known as an avant garde poet
and the inventor of the word surrealism stands a good chance
of becoming one of the great names of french literature thanks to
the support of his faithful friends and the continuing interest of
the academic critics however the few prose works of this poet
are still little known and among these la femme assise is fortunate if scholarly studies devote two or three lines to it moreover
many critics including even apollinaire s most fervent defenders
claim that he was not truly a storyteller too much attached to
the pure image to the light of intuition and to the disparity and
ambiguity of ideas apollinaire could not sustain a strong plot line
throughout an entire book subordinating secondary actions to it
the novels which he projected in interviews and even in pamphlets never saw the light of day but miscarried in the early stages
while still no more than notes scattered about in desk drawers
we have the titles of several of these projected works among which
le danite the mormon girl and the danite
is la mormone et ie
then in 1917 we suddenly find the poet feverishly putting together
a collection of segments from these incomplete novels and of odds
and ends previously published in the mercure de france the result
was la femme assise which did not appear until 1920 after the
death of its author A second version only slightly less disjointed
came out in 1948
the beginning of the novel unfolds the activities of a young
lesbian elvire goulot
coulot through her parisian and russian environs
which are debauched and decadent in the extreme thereafter follows a rather long depiction of the world of the artists and scoundrels in the montparnasse of 1914 at this point a totally artificial
thread permits apollinaire to include in his novel a hundred pages
cormons
about the mormons
Mor mons elvire goulot
coulot has a copy of an 1851 letter
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from john taylor to brigham young written from paris it conMonsen ergues to
cerns the conversion of her grandmother pamela monsenergues
mormonism elvire reads this letter to otto manner
mahner the great
uncle of a friend who grew up in salt lake city since otto had
known pamela there he recounts to her granddaughter elvire the
events of pamela s life as a mormon focusing on fantasized descript ions of public events the arrival of emigrants to salt lake
scriptions
city the assembly of the saints and a sermon by brigham young
on that occasion the ritual procession following the proclamation of
the revelation of polygamy and a party in the social hall in all
of this pamela s story occupies only a secondary position after a
period of hesitation in the home of brigham young the french
perriman
girl agrees to become the fifteenth wife of elder lubel perciman
Per
ciman
only to run off with a danite the day after the wedding and head
back to france after the chapters on mormonism which comprise the core of the book apollinaire returns to events of the first
world war pausing from time to time to recount the military
deeds of a number of great ancient and medieval warriors at this
point also he resumes the shuffle through elvire s amorous adventures
mormons dates back before world
apollinaire s interest in the cormons
war I1 according to the accounts of several friends 5 he had plans
le danite as early as 1912 6 busy with the re
for la mormone et ie
editing of old books of erotica in the series les maitres de
masters of love
1amour
damour
lamour
iamour
apollinaire rummaged day after
day in the hell of the national library of paris and brought forth
from obscurity the work of john cleland and of the marquis de
sade 7 doubtless it was during the course of these bibliographic
mormons
researches that he began to be interested in the cormons
Mormons what
must have enticed apollinaire was the strangeness of the sect the allegedly bizarre mores and especially the accusation of sensuality
centering in polygamy in the image of the latter day saints which
was current in france the writer found interwoven two themes
which predominate in his work on one hand the picturesque life

mus
nus
thus

poetiques
poiliques
liques
poi
andre billy in the preface to guillaume apollinaire oeuvres pod
xf paul deramee
xl
Gal limard 1967
p af
bibliotheque
bibliothque de la pleiade paris gallimard
dermee apollbabu
fesprit nouveau n d unpaged hubert fabu
inaire apollinaire paris eds de 1esprit
oeuvre portrait et autograpbe paris eds de laa
reau guillaume apollinaire son feuvre
nouvelle revue critique 1932 p 75
cf pierre marcel adema guillaume apollinaire collection les vies herpen
diculaires
dicu laires paris eds de la table ronde 1968 p 303
rene guy cadou guillaume apollinaire ou iartilleur de metz nantes
cf reng
Chiffo leau 1948 pp
ap 41
chiffoleau
51
4151
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of the outlaw the exile and on the other hand eroticism apollinaire s fascination with the persecuted estranged hero radiates
from the pages of lhgrgsiarque
lheresiarque et cie the heresiarch and co
Pas serhy
and le passant de prague the passerby
sefel from prague his obsession with sexual themes is evident except to the reader who knows
mirabeav
beav bridge
mirabeau
apollinaire only from le pont
fonf
font mirabeau the Mira
when we remember moreover that the apollinarian eroticism often
surfaces in a biblical context used to shock and scandalize the reader we are not surprised that the libertine found useful materials in
the history of the latter day saints clearly apollinaire used his
talents to the utmost to render the mormon milieu as strange and
exotic as possible if he bases his writings chiefly on names and historic facts which he found in the works of jules remy 8 he distorts
them by exaggerating hazardous elements or by adding others
foreign to mormonism for example he does not hesitate to introcormons the rolling jerking and shouting assoduce among the mormons
ciated with certain fundamentalist sects 9 whole pages are devoted
mormons in a hallucinatory
to a description of a congregation of cormons
delirium the following paragraph gives only an incomplete idea
of the tenor and content of this passage

their

arms flailing the pregnant women laughed so wildly
that no longer able to support the weight of their shaking bellies
they fell to the floor unearthly chants arose and the indians uttered guttural noises that sounded like funeral knells then came
tortured cries from women on the gentile sideof
side of the room and
not a few men fraught with terror trembled and sobbed the
cormons became howls and people began to
raucous cries of the mormons
faint first letting out a piercing cry which re sounded like the sinister call of a bird of ill omen next a frenzy jolted the entire assembly the fit seized the people as one body those who had not
fainted threw themselves on all fours and raising their heads
looked brigham young in the face and began to bay like wild
dogs the sermon continued and the voice of the prophet rolling
yel pings of the men and
forth words of revelation surmounted the yelpings
screech
screechings
scretchings
ings of the women he cried out with all his might eyes
mormons
Mor mons Rela
fion geographic histoire
jules remy voyage au pays des cormons
relation
His toire
reia
moeurs et coutumas
coutumes
The ologie moeurn
loire
Coutumes 2 vols paris E denau
His
turelle hislaire
theologie
hisloire
histo
na lurelle
th&logie
tre
ire theologia
dentu 1860
professor guiette appears to be wrong in choosing the nemo
ires d un
Memo
memoires
Mimo iret
mimoires
rin mormon by
tin
nimo
louis bertrand 1862 as the primary source of la femme assise cf robert guiette
auma
huma
buma
60
mes 84 195645760
hu
malnes
maines
notes sur la femme assise revue des sciences humaines
1956457
remy mentions these details in connection with other religious groups in america
voyage i1xix
cormons
Mor mons prosper merimee had also
in his article on the mormons
lxv
lav
llxix 1xv
llxie
cormons
conjured up a burlesque revival scene insinuating that it referred to the mormons
Mormons
cormons
melanges
milanges
dires
aires
alres 1855
Me
litteraires
liftiraires
Mormons in melanger
Mi langes historiques et litter
cf prosper merimee les mormons
apt paris M levy 1867
rpt
pp
ap 18
19 it is therefore not surprising that apollinaire
1819
combined the particulars in his account
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upturned to heaven his tall hat on the back of his head his swollen neck popping the button of his wide collar his tie skewed
to one side of his neck his shirt opened and the prophets goiter sprawled out on his chest like a cow s dug he spoke with a
volce
voice of thunder and he bent forward now to look his barkers in
the eye as they approached him on all fours growling and showing their teeth 10

if the composition of the book

as a whole seems very confused
and several critics have rather mercilessly underlined this weakness11
weakness11
one cannot deny that throughout the book runs a certain thematic
unity As in many of his poems and stories Apoll
apollmaire
apollinaire
maire
malre concerns
himself with the problem of the meaning of love particularly from
the point of view of the woman s function he thus contrasts very
forcefully two extremes of sexual attitude on one hand the debauched and sterile affairs of elvire and to a lesser degree those of
pamela and on the other hand
band the marriage and the fecundity of
the mormon women
apollinaire
apollmaire
for Apoll
maire
malre tormented by the ravages of the war the theme
of fecundity became obsessive 12 his famous surrealistic play les
mamelles
teiresias
Mamelles de tirgsias
Ti
tiresias
Ti
resias the breasts of tiresias
resias presented in 1917
teiresias
sent forth a call both grotesque and tragic for frenchmen to multiply more abundantly it was in mormonism synonymous with polyApoll malre
gamy that apollinaire
maire found a way to give back to france the
population which she needs to remain a great nation 13 doubtless
it is not necessary to take seriously the justification of a matrimonial
system which france rejected as barbarian or absurd the author
of la femme assise most likely wished to shock his public by presenting mormonism as a possible solution to the problem of depopulation the arguments that he advances are nevertheless valid
taken directly from the testimony of a mormon woman whom remy
Apoll maire
had interviewed 14 apollinaire
malre even hurls this trenchant variation
guillaume apollinaire
Ch ronique de france et damenque
Apoll malre
dAm enque
dam9rique
maire la femme assise chronique
gallimard
galhmard
paris gai
94
limard 1948 pp
ap 8384
Gal
83 84
8394
1920 rev ed pans
Labra achene
paris
Labr
labrucherie
labrachene
cherie guillaume apollinaire pans
cherle
thus emmanuel aegerter and pierre labracherie
pans
Apoll marfe
marre
classiques
axe sime paris
julliard nd p 217 claude bonnefoy apollinaire
maire Clas
siques du xxe
p 101 Fa bureau guillaume apollinaire pp
ap 7477
74 77
eds universitaires
ires 1969
Universita
bibli
ap xxxvi and xi aliv
linspiration
inspiration babli
xliv robert couffignal Lin
cf billy preface pp
spiration
derries
bibliotheque des lettres Mo
moderries
modemes
demes no 8
doeuvre
que dans poeuvre
ioeuvre de guillaume apollinaire bibliothque
pans
paris minard 1966 pp
71 mihailo pavlovic
ap 64
6471
la repopulation et les mamel
les de teiresias
ernes 166
moderner
Mod
isias revue des lettres modernes
islas
169 1967
133
153
50
166169
15350
13350
Ti
Tirresias
tiresias
tirisias
196713350
1967133
Apoll malre
apollinaire
maire la femme assise p 39 thus there is no reason to consider la
apollinaire s most pessimistic works as scott bates claims
femme assise as one of apollinare
in guillaume apollinaire new york twayne publishers 1967 p 137
61 7879
82 92 apollinaire le femme assise pp
ap 60
228292
78 79
6061
cf remy voyage 282
91
93
9193
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of the scripture let he who is not polygamous in europe cast the
mormon women are presented as
cormons
first stone at the mormons
mons
Mor
mormons10
happy living calm and natural lives without jealousies or vicissitudes 16 by contrast elvire goulot
coulot whose adventures envelope the
mormon episode practices a kind of reverse mormonism
tied
to several lovers she wishes nonetheless to remain sterile in a time
when defense and social honor calls for a particular fecundity from
women 17 elvire thus is a false woman and it is in this sense that
the title of the book receives a first explanation elvire resembles the
seated woman on the swiss five franc coin counterfeits of which
were circulating at this time 18 but there is also a mormon counterpart to this symbol of falseness notably an enormous mannequin
cormons parade on a
representing a seated woman which the mormons
chariot of sorts during a ritual procession this woman symbolizes
the true woman that is to say natural and thus fertile 19 A third
explanation of the title is found at the very end of the novel citing
the relationship between the sexes in a more purely social context
woman seated in the time when men are on the move 20
in summary apollinaire s novel of which we have indicated only the major outlines has a thematic richness which merits
a more in depth anaylsis and which can illuminate other of the
poet s works historical sidelights are abundant in the materials
mormons are in the tapestry
devoted to the period 191017
191017 the cormons
as a pretext for gaudy descriptions and as a justification for preposterous
post erous fertility by the subterfuge of polygamy finally if one
mormons
Mor mons one
must recognize the pen of an author as fertile as the cormons
must also smile at his wild imagination but the smile of true
mormons will dissipate rather quickly when they learn that the
cormons
author of an objective study of the church cites in his bibliography la femme asszse21
assise
I1

ass
ars
apollinaire la femme assise
aff ise
lre p 96
lff
in this respect it is worth noting that the revival scene

is discordant with the

tone of the work as a whole this is probably due to the fact that apollinaire developed the theme of glorious fecundity during the war considerably after the
early pages which were more unusual and perhaps more satiric M T goosse
foosse thus
is wrong to compare polygamy with the convulsion scene and to assume a frenetic
cormons
Mor mons cf marie
apollinaire
and bestial love among Apollin
marle therese goosse
foosse une lecaire s mormons
alre
2391
3941
Mod ernes 112 19703941
39 41
modernes
dapollinaire archives des lettres moderner
1970 1391
ture du larron dapoilinaire
197039
apollinaire la femme assise
ass
ars
drs ife
ise p 147
ibid p 156
ibid p 103
10 10ibid
ibid p 156
mormons ou saints des verniers
der niers
derniers
braitsch
iltsch
litsch in les cormons
briltsch
Br
thus the clergyman charles briitsch
jours coll Con
seates neuchatel
naissance des sectes
Neu chatel eds De
connoissance
connaissance
estie 1960
estle
niestlie
delachaux
niestle
niestl
diestl
lachaux et Ni
P

83
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PIERRE BENOIT

saig
sale
saie salt lake
le lac salg

1921

pierre benoit a member of the french academy clearly merits
the titles given him by marcel girard manufacturer of adventure
novels and facile magician 22 each year for forty years benoit
gave his many readers a new book these works were sound even
though they were brought forth with little effort and always modeled upon a clearly defined pattern everything proceeded logically
from premises established in the first few pages the characters
follow their passions relentlessly these passions most often being
saig
sale
saie
pride greed or love such is the case with the novel le lac salg
published in 1921 which benoit himself cites as a model of the narrative pattern found in all his other books 23 the variety of each
book was assured by the choice of settings which benoit made highly exotic utah and its inhabitants gave him such a setting remote
and original like apollinaire benoit owes the geographical and
historical background of his novel to jules remy remy had devoted part of one chapter to the mormon war of 1857 which
he documented with precision 24 benoit has his novel begin the very
day the federal troops enter salt lake city rather than an analysis
of the book we shail
shali
shall give you here a quick summary
annabel lee is the very young widow and heiress of an irish
in the new mining companies of
colonel who grew fabulously rich inthe
the west having come to salt lake city in 1857 to settle the affairs of her late husband annabel has not yet managed to leave
the territory when the story begins first because the hostilities prevented safe travel then because of an affair with a federal officer
who was billeted with her in addition to the officer a jesuit priest
iles missionary tothe
lives with annabel one philippe dEx
to the indians
dexiles
defiles
who had promised colonel lee to watch over the interests of his
wife and above all to see that she returned east as soon as possible
but a new obstacle to her return to civilization has emerged in the
person of a young methodist minister jemini
cemini gwinett dashing
and shamelessly hypocritical gwinett in league with the ambitious
mormon woman sarah pratt is secretly converted to mormonism
sm
Mormont
mormoni
be arthen in order to get his hands on annabel and her wealth he
ranges with the help of a toxic potion to fall gravely ill in her
illustre
moderne de 1918 ai nos
marcel girard guide il
iiwrature fran
lustri de la titterature
franfaise
false modeane
faise
fr anaise
franaise
frantise
apt paris seghers 1954 p 163
jours 1949 rpt
guimard
pierre benoit and paul guif
Monis
quarante
montsalvat
nard de koenigsmark eia monisalval
anre
Mont salvat
Guir
aidar Quar
ainar
alval
anfe annaes
n9es
nees quarante romans paris albin michel 1958 p 62
remy voyage 1400419
1400 419
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home the young widow now feeling useful and happy in her role
as nursemaid gives up all plans for returning east after father
duty to idaho annadEx iles leaves heeding the call of missionary dutyto
dexiles
defiles
bel falls completely into the clutches of the diabolical gwinett the
minister concealing his conversion to mormonism and his marriage
to sarah pratt finally convinces annabel to marry him on the day
of the marriage annabel totally entangled in the minister s cunning
web believes she is going to be married in a protestant ceremony
the ceremony which benoit took in full from the facts supplied
by remy comes off without incident 25 but the next day annabel
discovers to her horror that she has become mrs gwinett number

two
her attempts at

divorce and escape are foiled by gwinett
Gwinet and
even by governor cumming who wants no trouble with the mor
mons wretched and ashamed annabel is overcome by an illness
which does not quite succeed in putting her out of her misery
dEx iles learning of the plot returns to salt lake city to
defiles
father dexiles
try to free annabel his meeting with brigham young is one of
dle most vivid episodes of the novel it is the encounter of two
die
the
superior minds jousting with great skill for intellectual superiority
by blackmail he knows about the existence of secret funds brigham young has stashed away in new york the jesuit obtains the
prophet s permission to whisk annabel to safety however annabel s shame and incomprehensible love for gwinett are stronger
than her desire to flee and she refuses to follow the jesuit he will
go to die a willing martyr among the ute indians the epilogue
a final scene set in 1882 shows us gwinett as brigham young s
successor and annabel a miserable human vegetable locked up
in an asylum
since a rather large part of the french population has read
and still reads the novels of benoit it is not surprising that frenchcormons
sale when they hear of the mormons
saie
men often think of le sac sam
Mor mons
however the history of annabel lee contains very little information
about the latter day saints the author is so caught up with his
heroine and her fatal passions that the background remains hazy
and neither mormon society nor theology is depicted only one
mormons is clearly in evitheme of the traditional literature about cormons
dence which is the concept that mormonism is directed by men of
superior intellect but without faith or scruples but the ecclesiastical
criticism in this book is not directed specifically against individual
ibid
211bid
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mormons
cormons
Mor mons gwinett who behaves so vilely out of ambition and
dEx iles who is in love with
greed is a protestant minister father dexiles
defiles
annabel and who commits suicide is a jesuit As far as the mormon environment in the book is concerned benoit has only rendered the classic picture of the literature of mormonism probably
convinced that lle
lie
ile
he was describing reality in a recent study on his
own heroines the novelist indicated that he had received postcards
be regrets that
showing him the present day salt lake city naively he
the sinister mormon city is no longer what it was in the time of
brigham young according to him the city at that time was
more picturesque with its extraordinary and grotesque proDa nites its angels of destruction
fession of secret societies its danites
canites
its thrones its virtues its dominations the extravagant panoply
with which these people loved to adorn themselves on the great
celebration days the urim
mim the seal of solomon
thummim
arim the Thum
the pigskin apron embroidered with fig leaves the cloaks of white
26
linen the sashes and fantastic decorations

such is the image of historic mormonism held by a member of
the french academy scarcely ten years ago obviously as concerns
the french literary milieu it was apollinaire who did more than
his share to forge this vision of a phantasmagoric world in the
rocky mountains
ANDRE MAUROIS

the life

la vie

de joseph smith

of joseph smith

1927

another member of the french academy rather more illustrious
cormons
mons rank as more sacriMor
than benoit will also in the eyes of mormons
rois under his real name emil herzog
Mau
baurois
legious in 1927 andre maurois
published a life of joseph smith that voltaire himself would not
disown it is a strange little book this casual biography satiric
cheap most often ignored by the critics and altogether out of place
maurols produced during this same
maurois
among the other works which maurodis
Climats la vie
climats
period the famous novels bernard quesnay and clamats
etudes Angl
de disraeli and les eludes
anglaises
aises
it is true that la vie de joseph smith was not written for the
general public only a hundred copies were printed each numbered
and signed the book intended only for edouard champion and his
maurois
Mau rois a disles ronins
friends
donins one is rather surprised that baurois
ciple of the great moralist and aesthetician alain chose to write
foynes dAur
heroines
pierre benoit mes hi
ore ai ailse
roines
dilse
zissi
daurore
laurore
P

paris

albin michel

1965

37
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the biography of so obscure and ridiculous a figure as joseph smith
was in his eyes evidently the nature of the farce the gross
for such did maurodis
mystification
maurois
maurols consider the founding of mormonism beguiled this versatile author for we must not forget that
maurois had a weakness for anglo saxon humor and american
baurois
history 27
la vie de joseph smith is only sixty some pages long the
story follows chronology faithfully from the first vision in 1820
to the death of the prophet in 1844 four pages of a so called epilogue are supposed to recount for us the rest of the mormon story
but maurois
baurois amuses himself instead by describing at length some
technical details of the salt lake temple the style of the book is
extremely simple almost childish thereby emphasizing rather forcefully the supercilious irony and at the same time the archness of
the author 28
very much in the manner of voltaire maurois
baurois satirizes in particular the divine aspect of joseph smith s calling for example
the revelation concerning plural marriage is explained with this
facile sentence

he joseph smith

had always felt each time he saw a pretty
woman feelings so violent it seemed unthinkable to him that
they did not come from the lord 29

and polygamy itself merits this treatment
but the prophet was too respectful of divine messages not to
obey them from this day forth he married all the women for
whom the lord inspired righteous desires in him ultimately he
mortified himself to the point of possessing twenty eight women 30

by the very nature of its publication la vie de joseph smith did
not attract much notice moreover the book is now extremely rare
but a study such as this one cannot neglect to point out that joseph
smith merited the attention albeit malicious of a writer such as
rois
maurois
andre Mau
baurois
etats unis note that
silences du
His toire des stats
A colonel scramble and histoire
in this latter work maurois
baurois writes more objectively and positively about the mor
mons
G Lem
lemaitre
altre one of the few critics of baurois
maurois who mentions la vie de
joseph smith has not quite understood the vehem
behem ice of Mau
rois irony cf georges
maurois
baurois
Mau rois the writer and his work new
maurois
lemaitre baurois
TM york F ungar 1968 p 58
Mau rois la vie de joseph smith les 49 romns
roans du quai malaquais
andre maurois
baurois
ronins
no 6 paris edouard champion et ses amis 1927 p 26
311bid
301
ibid p 35

cf les
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OTHER WORKS OF THE PERIOD 1920
1930
19201930

apart from the mormon writings of these three notable figrois the decade 19201930
ures apollinaire benoit and maurois
Mau
baurois
1930 pro1950
1920
19201950
duced nothing very original the various novelty pieces of the sort
we examined for the period 18501866
1850 1866 were still around pretty
much hollow echoes of a bygone day
mora lists would publish
occasionally amateur historians and moralists
once more the old saws about the history and theology of mormonism and especially about polygamy for example in his little book
mormons
Poly
polygamia
eeals unis les cormons
Mor mons raymond auguet
etals
duguet
gamie aux etats
la polygamie
claims that the latter day saints do not uphold the manifesto but
continue instead to sanction polygamous unions even though the
author is convinced that the mormon missionaries will scarcely
succeed in latin countries especially here he nonetheless considers
it necessary to put his fellow frenchmen on guard against mormonism which tries to carry off by conversion some loved one whom
you will never see again 31
an article in much the same vein turns up by reng
rene guenon
Mormon isme here the author resurrects the
les origines du mormonisme
whole spaulding theory concerning the book of mormon his concormons in the larger perspective of a credulous
clusion places the mormons
and extravagant america mormonism was the rather alarming
symptom of a mental unbalance that threatens to become widespread
if not carefully watched 32 but the positive judgments are not
conlacking either in this literature that seeks to be objective
firming thereby the ambiguous character of the french attitude tocormons
wards the mormons
Mor mons 33 one author whose attitudes are predominantly favorable is charles cesire professor of american literature and
civilization at the sorbonne professor cesire maintains an excellent
relationship with the leadership of the french mission recently relocated in paris 34 his great work on the united states of america
cormons
Mor mons in which polygamy
contains pages highly laudatory of the mormons
is defined as a moral idea not without grandeur 35
cormons paris eds du
Poly gamie
polygamia
polygamle
polygamie
auguet la Polygam
eiats unis les mormons
eilts
raymond duguet
le aux etats
rumie
nouveau mercure 1921 pp
ap 8 and 98
reng
litte raire
Mormon isme revue poli
litteraire
politique
ene guenon les origines du mormonisme
rique
lique et iiwraire
rend
farre
faire 64
1926541
1926541

ap 15759
157 59
cf decoo image of mormonism pp
cf gary ray chard A history of the french mission of the church of jesus
master s thesis utah state university 1965
1850 1960
christ of latter day saints 18501960
p 80

etats
efals unis
charles cestre
bestre les efale
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paris

Lib rairie larousse 1927
librairie
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popular literature in which category we can place benoit s novel
is not dead either in 1857 paul duplessis published a mediocre
adventure novel about the danites
Da nites 36 he had his counterpart in
canites

lob
loe

in a book called loeil
il de 1I utah the eye of utah
george sim sends a young french girl and her glance
flance to utah to
fiance
cormons
claim the inheritance from a gold mining uncle the mormons
Mor mons who
have created for themselves strange ghettos in a west we would
not recognize do all in their power to thwart the hero and heroine
and to seize the treasure needless to say the villains are foiled by
the intrepid pair this novel published as part of a popular series
of adventure tales has no literary merit 37
finally we find occasional travelers rather less common in this
difficult post
war period of economic crisis bringing back to france
postwar
cormons
their extremely favorable impressions of the mormons
Mormons A famous
rene puaux
puaul who made a tour of
example is that of the journalist reng
the united states by means of a carnegie endowment and returned
cormons
with an admiring respect for the works of the mormons
Mor mons to the
latter day saints he renders the classic travelers homage what
was formerly nothing but a terrifying desert has been transformed
into a land of milk and honey by a messianic vision to which a
ferocious energy and a magnificent industrial effort have happily
given a material base 38
but as we have seen it is not in this commonplace truism of
such a positive nature that the great names found their mormon inbaurois for it is to them that
spiration apollinaire benoit and maurois
1920 1930 must return saw mormonany conclusion of the period 19201930
ism solely as a source of original and strange raw materials according to their personal tastes and the current needs of their literature
they deformed the mormon society so malleable because so little
known from this point of view the surrealistic vision of the latter
salg
sale
saie
day saints that apollinaire gives us the intrigues of le lac saig
and Mau
rois satiric pamphlet do not constitute malevolence towards
maurois
baurois
cormons
the mormons
Mormons we cannot remind ourselves too often that the
french writers remained detached from all religious controversy
they were simply amusing themselves at the expense of a multifaceted tradition
1930
1950

cf decoo

image of mormonism p 170
georges sim loeil de mab
biblioth&que des
lutah
mah collection du livre national bibliotheque
paris J tallandier
grandes adventures pauls
Tal landier 1930
reng
puaul dicouverte
cains paris fasquelle 1930
rene puaux
p 61
Ameri
am&icains
americains
ameti
Decou
decouverte
Dicou verte des amerl
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